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A man rows his boat with a fish net, in Sarstún many make a living by fishing. Some boats have motors and some just use paddles.

Access by boat
Volunteer medical group opens clinic in a rural village in
Guatemala to improve quality of life

Reporting by Elizabeth Muñoz
Photographs by Alvin Kim & William Camargo

I

n one of the far reaches of the
world it is still possible to experience serenity and the peaceful
absence of man-made sound. The small
waterfront aldea (village) of Sarstún
is tucked away along the river, which
forms a portion of the border between
Belize and Guatemala.
The day starts at 5 a.m. The roosters crow
and roam freely on the grass fields. The
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penetrating heat wakes the people the moment it rises.
The clang and bang of pots and pans
fills the air as Thelma Milian, the cook for
Refuge International, prepares breakfast for
its American volunteers.
She zooms around the kitchen, and
at some point, flattens out balls of flour
dough by hand.
Clap clap clap.

Once she has formed perfectly smooth
raw tortillas, she throws them on the stove,
flipping them between her bare hands with
expertise.
Thelma can be found at any time of the
day in her kitchen with a pot of blacks beans,
making fresh tamarind juice or frying fish
that she caught right outside her porch.
She is also a midwife, or comadrona,
for the village and has delivered over 30

children since she was 19 years old.
“It’s a beautiful thing to help someone
bring a child into the world,” Thelma said.
Life in the fishing village of Sarstún is all
she knows. Her sun tanned skin and weathered bare feet are evidence of 47 years of
fishing and sun exposure.
“I like to live here because it’s tranquil.
You can get everything you need from here,”
Thelma said. “There’s fish, shrimp, bananas

and coconuts. You get it from the land here
in Sarstún and it’s grown here.”
She describes the village as a place where
you can live in peace. After breakfast and
lunch, which both consist of beans and tortillas, she feeds her calfs with a massive bottle of milk.
The small waterfront aldea (village) of
Sarstún is tucked away along the river,
which forms a portion of the border between Belize and Guatemala.
It is only accessible by water of the
Sarstún River. The greenest trees tower high
over it, shielding it on either side. Lily pads
sprinkle the the river with a welcoming
bloom and coconut trees cover the rolling
hills.
Cows graze the vibrant green pastures
with their hooves covered in fresh mud.
The faint sound of the first boat engine
firing up can be heard as the boatman and
Thelma’s husband, Rafael Milian, revs the
engine. He rides the morning water to pick
up people from the surrounding aldeas to
bring them back to Sarstún for medical
attention.
Rafael is a tall and reserved man, his
faced adorned with droopy eyes that seem
to be looking into your soul. Rafael has lived
in the remote village all his life, like his parents before him.
He is a man of the river, going where he is
called. Rafael has worked as an emergency
transporter for Refuge International, a volunteer medical group based out of Texas,
since its inception in 2008.
He serves as a water ambulance driver
bringing people in need of medical attention to the only clinic within the immediate area. The closest available facility is two
hours away by boat.
The founder of Refuge International, Deb
Bell, established the clinic that sits in plain
view of the river, blending in seamlessly
with its thatched roof. Golf ball-sized spiders and massive moths do not play favorites as they invade the building as much as
any other.
Sarstún was believed to be one of the
worst villages in the region in terms of
health and nutrition, Bell said.
The volunteer-run clinic provides preventive healthcare to about 10,000 indigenous
people in the area, which includes the surrounding villages like San Juan.
Before Refuge International arrived in
Sarstún there was a great need for clean water. The organization has installed wells in
the village to provide healthy, portable water to Sarstún and the rest of the region.
The contaminated water affected the
health of everyone before Refuge arrived.
“It would rain all the time, but it was dirty
water … ,” Rafael said. “Now’s there’s clean
water all the time. In the summer and winter, it’s always clean.”
A massive de-worming initiative has also
been implemented to rid the children of stomach worms that have caused many deaths.
Bell, who brings Refuge International volunteers to Sarstún a couple times per year,

Sarstún homes often have piers for docking boats. The landscape has no roads and is too muddy for cars, so no sounds disturb the peace.

hopes to let the world know about the needs
and struggles of these people.
“It’s been a great help, not only for Sarstún
but also for the rest of the villages. Since the
start of this institution it has greatly benefited our health,” Rafael said.
Their house sits on the river, with a narrow and concrete ramp connecting it to
land. A feeble black dog sits there at any
given time of the day, observing the mass of
chickens a couple feet away by the coop.
At the end of a path past the wet, mucky
terrain to the top of the hill directly behind
the house sits a one-story narrow building
that is the village school.
It bears the school name, Escuela Oficial
Rural Mixta Aldea Sarstoon, in black stencil
lettering. There are two doors that lead to
one concrete floor room with a black tarp
in the middle to create two rooms for preschool and older children.
Eager children sit in their desks rewriting
the alphabet in their weathered notebooks.
When they finish, they take it up to the
teacher’s desk for evaluation.
Thelma Veronica Milian Castro, daughter of Ruben and Thelma, is the preschool
teacher which makes it hard to believe that
she is only 20-years-old.
The black tarp is not efficient in separating the two classes because the laughs and
yelled answers from both groups of kids
mingle. Thelma instructs the class with an
obvious passion for the little people in front
of her as the quiet river shines in view from
the classroom door.
The preschool is another improvement
that Refuge International is responsible for.
“It’s a blessing thanks to Refuge

The clinic in Sarstún, established by Refuge International, offers locals 24-hour medical services
that were previously a 1.5 hour boat ride away.

International. It’s because of them that
the school is functioning, because there
wasn’t one until two years ago,” Castro
said. “Thanks to Deborah, the school was
saved.”
Across the school, on the crest of another mound of earth is a cemetery where the
souls of victims of the Spanish Influenza
rest. Wild grass tumbles over the colorful
bright headstones adorned with flower

wreaths.
The music from the church carries up the
slope of the hill and through the cemetery.
After a dinner of more beans and fried
plantains, Thelma cleans her kitchen
while Rafael pulls the boats in for the
night. The stars burst in the sky, the moon
illuminates a silver glow and a symphony
of birds, frogs, grasshoppers and monkeys
puts Sarstún to sleep.
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Pozos, or wells, drilled as part of Refuge International’s water project, provide locals with clean drinking water across the village.

Drilling W
for
health

hen Deb Bell arrived on her first medical mission in San Raymundo,
Guatemala, she was greeted by a helpless mother clutching her un-

conscious ten month-old child at the clinic’s doorstep.

Refuge International
has helped drill over 18
wells in Guatemala
Reporting by Nereida Moreno
Photographs by Alvin Kim
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The family hiked several miles up the hillside
to seek medical assistance for their son, who had
been suffering from severe diarrhea for over a
week.
The child was so dehydrated he couldn’t even
shed a tear.
He was dying.
Bell, a nurse practitioner student at the time,
treated him with IV fluids and antibiotics to kill
the amoeba viruses attacking the boy. The virus
had made its way into his tiny body through contaminated water.
After an hour of waiting, the family became
restless.
“If we don’t leave now, we won’t be able to get
home before dark,” said his mother.
Without a moment to spare, she carried her
son out of the clinic and began their journey back
home.
Bell watched helplessly as the family faded into
the darkness. While his symptoms were temporarily cured, she knew they would return home and
continue drinking from the same contaminated

water source that made the boy sick in the first
place.
The team had come prepared with First
World medicine to treat long-term Third World
problems.
“What have we done?” she thought.
***
When Bell founded Refuge International in
2001, she was determined to help the people of
Guatemala find clean water and receive medical
care.
“The idea that children die from diarrheal illness in a country that is two hours and 45 minutes
for me to fly to is unacceptable,” she said.
Refuge International’s first major fundraiser
raised $10,000 for the purchase of a portable water
drill to build wells around Guatemala in search of
pure water sources.
In 2006, Bell decided to build the first water
well in Sarstún, a small, secluded aldea (village)
located on the Sarstún River that forms part of the
border between Belize and Guatemala.

Zoila González, 48, a nurse at the
Sarstun clinic, said the well’s effects on
the community were visible within six
months.
“It’s very difficult to eradicate water-borne illness from the community,” González said. “The wells have
improved conditions, but there is still
room to grow.”
In 2012, over 200 cases of diarrhea
were reported in Sarstún. In 2013, the
number was halved to 98.
Refuge has drilled over 18 wells to
date. Since the water project’s inception
eight years ago, there has not been a single report of diarrhea-related death in
children.
***
San Juan is a humble village located on the outskirts of Sarstún. In 2005,
Refuge International built a massive
water tank near the center of town that
pumps water to about 35 families.
The well provides locals with water to
consume, wash dishes and do laundry.
The Comite Desarrollo Comunal (CDC)
oversees the maintenance of the well,
which is funded by the community.
Nolberto Felixe Ccarmó, 61, a priest at
the local church and committee member, said the fees are a small price to pay
for the benefits of the well.
However, only people that are physically close enough to the well can have
direct water lines to their homes. The
committee is planning to begin a tubing
project to give the entire community access to the wells in their homes within
the next year.
Ccarmó said he hopes to find a sponsor for the project so that all children
can have ready access to water in their
homes.
“Things are bad but they’re not as
bad,” said Ccarmó. “Things are changing in the community.”
Underground water pipes connect
the water line to a nearby elementary
school, providing school children with
clean water.
Blanca Hernández, a kindergarten
teacher in San Juan, began working for
Refuge International in 2008.
Before the school’s water line was
installed, Hernández said the children
would pull water from the central water pump and bring buckets of water to
school.
“Now, when the kids are thirsty, they
can drink water because it’s so close
by. When they get dirty, they can clean
themselves off,” Hernández said.
Her students no longer suffer from
frequent stomach pains, diarrhea or
vomiting.
Now that Refuge International has established a presence in Sarstún, more
villages have recognized that clean water is possible.
“Parents never imagined their kids
could live free of parasites-it wasn’t
even on the menu,” Bell said. “Now all

Clean water is stored in wells high above ground allowing for the pressure to pipe water to homes equipped with piping systems.

“The idea that
children die from
diarrheal illness
in a country that
is two hours and
45 minutes for
me to fly to is
unacceptable.”

Many locals will travel to a faucet by canoe to fill buckets with clean water for use at home.

DEB BELL

President, Refuge International

the surrounding villages see how
healthy the kids look, and everyone
wants a well.”
Refuge International also provides
Sawyer filters in areas where drilling is
impossible. The filters are recognized
world-wide as an effective way to filter
water for long periods of time for just
$50 a piece.
The organization has recently acquired a hydraulic drill with a 400
ft. drilling capacity. Bell said Refuge
International will travel to western
Guatemala to provide coastal cities
with clean water in the near future.

Installing pipes is costly and not all homes are geographically capable of having running water at home.
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A mission to cure
Deb Bell founded Refuge International in 2003 and has remained the president of the non-profit organization since.

Since founding Refuge International, Deb Bell has set up four medical
clinics in the most impoverished villages of Guatemala
Reporting by Kymberlie Estrada
Photographs by Alvin Kim

A

fter a four-hour bus ride,
followed by a two-hour boat
trip, Deborah “Deb” Bell has
just completed the challenging task of
lugging a group of students to one of the
remote, swampy, impoverished villages in
Guatemala.
While passing by river-front wooden
huts she greets waving locals lounging in
hammocks and children paddling on cayukos, or small dug out wooden canoes.
Deb sports a loose white button down
blouse, pants rolled up to her calves and
brown tennis shoes that have seen much
of Sarstún’s muddy terrain. Her unstyled,
ponytailed white hair and frameless follicles say she’s a bit too old to handle a
8

group of college kids, but her modest enthusiasm says otherwise.
“Be ready in five minutes,” Deb tells
the group. She will be taking them to
the local schools Refuge International
helps fund. As founder and President of
Refuge International, a volunteer program focused on bettering the lives of
Guatemalans, there really isn’t any time
to waste.
It’s been past five minutes and Deb
makes a final call before trekking uphill
to the elementary.
The rest of the group catch up and find
themselves on a sticky mud trail that
loops around a herd of cattle. As if the animals could talk, Deb greets them good

afternoon, while the students cautiously
speed walk avoiding eye contact.
Deb who’s about 10 meters ahead, takes
a brief moment for everyone to catch up.
The group is playing hopscotch on the
path, avoiding deep wet-soiled spots filled
with disease-filled worms wriggling at
just about every cubic inch.
“If anyone is willing to do this, I’d let it
go,” she jokes about her job.
Deb, a nurse practitioner from Longview,
Texas, oversees everything from recruiting to fundraising and from medical
missions to new educational projects.
She explains that Refuge International’s
mission statement is to fulfill basic needs
in terms of healthcare and education.

What’s not indicated on the website is the
organization’s push to mentoring the next
generation.
“It’s very important that we take students and young people to the kind of
work we’re doing,” she explains.
After leaping over the last puddle of
mud, they finally reach the school, which
looks more like an abandoned building
with nothing but dirt surrounding patches of grass, and a local woman hanging
her laundry outside her home.
The school, SCC Oficial Rural Mixta
Alden Sarstoon, is a barred window building with a large garbage bag acting as a
wall separating the fifth and sixth grade
classes. About 10 shoeless kids are seated

outside coloring. The rest of the students
are learning the human anatomy in a
room that lacks lighting and air conditioning. The students take turns walking
to the teacher’s desk to take a sip from the
classroom water bottle.
Clean water is considered a luxury in
Guatemala. Deb recognized this problem,
and along with Refuge International volunteers, has started “The Water Project”
in Sarstún, which has served over 10,000
people.
“The kids really look a whole lot different than they did before,” Deb says.
“They’re all going to grow to be taller than
their parents, because they haven’t had
the illnesses their parents had growing
up.”
In fluent Spanish she tells the teacher,
a 20-year-old high school graduate, that
there are boxes of notebooks, coloring
books, pencils and even sandals sent in as
donations for the kids. Rather than dropping off the box and calling it a day, she
goes one-by-one handing each student a
notebook.
It’s the little things that count. And for
Deb, each smile is worth it.
She explains that in the United States
it’s all about the numbers. Medical facilities are more focused on the number of
patients they treat, rather than the quality care they provide.
Deb recalls a time when the doctors at
the Sarstún clinic delivered a baby last
June. The mother was a poor widow with
no source of income. She was malnourished, which also meant the baby was as
well.
“If you’ve never see a malnourished
baby, they pretty much look like shrunken
mummies,” she says.
The U.S. standard way to treat the situation would be “to give the baby a bottle
of milk. But then you’re mixing formula
with water and there’s a chance it might
get contaminated.”
Instead, they fed the mother. “If we feed
the mother, we can help feed the baby.”
This individualized approach to helping
the residents of Guatemala resonates in
Deb’s stern, yet nurturing character.
Since Refuge International’s clinics do
not have all the elaborate tools typically found in a hospital’s operation room,
the medical team must work with what
they have, only offering basic medical
procedures.
However, the tools seem to expand, especially at the Sarstún location, Refuge
International’s year-round clinic.
“Today, Dr. Stanley and I were treating
patients and some of them we were were
unable to treat. If I just had the equipment, I can help this person,” Deb pauses
and rolls her eyes up reminding herself of
the equipment she needs to order.
Dr. Jordan Stanley, an orthopedic surgeon who has worked with Deb for 15
years in Longview, says everything she
does is genuine and that she’s always
looking to improve the communities of
Guatemala.

Over time, Deb Bell’s continued presence has led to deep relationships with the Guatemalan people. Her clout in the area is clear: friends come to
her for advice and the leadership approaches her with requests for new water projects.

“She’s a friendly and spiritual person.
She thinks she’s been led to and that’s
where she goes. She works, but doesn’t get
paid,” he says.
He points at the giant banner hung
in front of the clinic’s entrance. It reads
“Dra. Deborah L. Bell.”
“Yeah, she doesn’t own this building.
The community came together and built
it,” Dr. Stanley says.
As much as Deb wants the banner taken down, the community feels the need
to acknowledge what she and Refuge
International have done for the people of
Sarstún.
Before, Sarstún was considered the
“worst looking area” in terms of location,
health and natural resources. The village
didn’t have running water, electricity or
phone lines.
Although Refuge International has provided educational programs, medical and
health services, she refuses to take recognition for any of it and points out that it’s
the volunteers that make it all happen.
“It’s actually embarrassing for someone
to say, ‘I did something,’ because it wasn’t
just me,” she says.
In 2007, Deb was named Texas Nurse
Practitioner of the year for her work with
Refuge International and for improving
the lives of those in the communities she’s
worked in.
In 2012, she was awarded Longview
Rotary Club’s Citizen of the Year.
Community members noted her “can-do
spirit” and her ability to take on any physical or spiritual challenge made her the
perfect candidate for the title.
Deb’s daughter, Leah Erickson, said she
lives up to Ghandi’s direction, “that people be the change they envision.”
For Deb, it’s hard to accept an award

Over 11 years of work and Bell still feels there is more to be done in Guatemala. One of her primary
missions is to provide clean water across Guatemala and to deworm adults and children.

in her name because each volunteer deserves to have their name engraved on a
wooden plaque as well.
Throughout the trip, she repeatedly detracts conversations away from herself
and introduces “more important” people
of the community such as the water circuit rider, the cook, the nurse assistant,
the midwife, the mechanic and more.
Although Deb may deny it, to say she is
a generous person is an understatement.
Her efforts with Refuge International and

little individual acts of altruism are the
hope that everyone in the world will have
access to basic needs.
“There’s this sense that I’ve done something more with my life instead of going
shopping,” Deb says looking down at her
worn out shoes.
Instead she rewards herself with more
charitable work.
“The more you do this it becomes addictive,” she says. “You can never do
enough.”
9

A child at the local elementary school in Sarstún holds an orange albendazole pill. Refuge International began a deworming program named “Adíos Lumbrices!” to improve the worm problem in the
rural parts of the country, since the program began, there have been no cited deaths from diarrhea.

Deworming a nation
Nonprofit organization Refuge International
deworms Guatemala one pill at a time
Reporting by Yvette Quintero
Photographs by William Camargo

T

en years ago, Francisco Cal Xol, a
Mayan resident of Sarstun, was
working with a nurse named
Lucía when a man arrived at her home with
his young son. The man had arrived at the
nurse’s home seeking medical attention for
the young boy in his arms. His small face
looked deadly pale, his belly was swollen
and he could not stop vomiting.
Francisco stood by watching as the man
held the boy, worms swirling out rapidly from inside the boy’s tiny mouth. When
the boy coughed, worms would spew out
10

his nose too, falling to the ground. The boy
tossed and turned from the pain, to no
avail.
He’s going to die, Francisco thought.
Lucía took to her kitchen to find a garlic plant. She crushed the garlic plant into
a paste and blended it with boiling water.
She had the child drink the concoction and
eventually his color started to return.
“At that time there was no medicine to
get rid of worms,” Francisco said.
The drink Lucía gave the boy was a makeshift medicine which helped deworm him.

After drinking it, the boy made a slow recovery until eventually he was back to normal. His belly size shrunk back to normal
and the color returned to his cheeks. He
was alive again.
Today, medicine, made readily available to the community, has largely put a
stop to the proliferation of parasite-related
illnesses.
Refuge International, a Texas-based
medical group, has developed a school program, “Adíos Lombrices!” which is an effort
spearheaded by the nonprofit organization

to deworm the families of villagers living
along the Sarstún River near the border of
Belize and Guatemala.
The program, founded in March 2007,
last year distributed over 4 million doses of the medication in schools all over
Guatemala. Deworming pills are handed out in school to children ages 3-15. It is
school based because studies have shown
that treating intestinal worms is the best
way to raise school attendance in developing countries.
“The first time we came into this area,

How worms work
Hookworms live in soil,
attach themselves to the
skin of a host and burrow
underneath, forming a
cyst. The parasites travel
through the lymphatic
system and arrive at the
lungs, where they are
coughed up and swallowed, ending up in a
person’s intestines. The
worms latch on to the
intestine and may cause
significant anemia.

A teacher at the local Sarstún elementary school passes out the orange albendazole pill to her entire class. The medicine is distributed by Refuge
International, through their program called “Adíos Lombrices!” which has treated over 4.5 million children.

Roundworms are transmitted through contaminated food, which will
transmit the worm eggs.
These worms absorb the
nutrients a person needs
and should be absorbing.
They also cause a wide
range of infections. These
worms also cause a bloated stomach in children,
because they fill up their
stomach.
Whipworms are less
pathological than hookworms and roundworms.
These worms locate
themselves low on the
intestinal tract, and give
a person the urge to defecate constantly. This
often results in a rectal
prolapse, where the rectum becomes stretched
and protrudes out of the
anus.
Worms account for
about 40 percent of the
morbidity from infectious diseases across the
world.

Andy Castro 6, opens his mouth to show his teacher that he took the orange albendazole pill.

the children were all severely malnourished,” said Deb Bell, president and founder
of Refuge International.
Since then, the number of parasite related deaths in the communities covered
by Refuge International is zero and attendance rates have increased.
Bell said the children initially had bloated bellies and their hair had a reddish tint
to it, both caused by malnourishment and
worms.
Three months after treating them with
deworming pills, Bell said the difference
was night and day. The children’s hair had
grown, their skin cleared up and the bloated bellies were gone.
Refuge International treats families

in 18 different communities throughout
Guatemala.
In 2011, there were more than 400 cases
of diarrhea, most likely caused by parasites,
in the 18 communities. In 2013, that number dropped to 98 cases.
When patients visit any of the clinics set
up by Refuge International, they are given
an orange albendazole pill for each member of their family. The pills should be taken every six months to rid the body of any
parasites. If someone presents worm-related symptoms, they are given a pill to
expel the parasites. Albendazole is used to
treat three different types of worms found
in Sarstun: hookworms, roundworms and
whipworms.

Jose Esteban Chún, a fisherman, saw his
younger brother almost die because of parasites years ago.
He said since the clinic was established
in Sarstun by Refuge International, he does
not know anyone who suffered because of
worms. He said the clinic has helped the
community immensely since they no longer
have to worry about the lack of treatment.
“It’s a huge problem, not just in
Guatemala, in all developing countries,”
Bell said.
Currently, Refuge International has
about 4.5 million doses of albendazole sitting in their warehouses awaiting distribution. In the past, Refuge International
has worked with the national Ministry

of Health to coordinate a country-wide
distribution.
Bell said it’s often difficult because the
staff at the Ministry of Health is constantly
changing. However, Refuge International
currently has a contact within the department who might help them carry the program out.
The overall cost of treating 4.5 million
children in Guatemala, six different times,
is $800,000.
Pills are purchased through collaboration with other organizations and cost
about 3 cents a dose.
“Walking along the street if you find
three pennies,” Bell said. “You could deworm a child in Guatemala.”
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Serving Guatemala

Local children play with American doctors Nat Arunakal and Ryan Gibb. Arunakal and Gibb volunteered as anesthesiologists during the medical mission in San Raymundo.

Refuge International has gone beyond curing symptoms and aims to heal the problem
Reporting by Ethan Hawkes
Photographs by William Camargo

D

eb Bell walked from a
two-story clinic up a
grassy, muddy hill to a
grade school overlooking the humble
village of Sarstún. She greeted the smiling kids with a friendly buenos días and
talked to some of the teachers.
Soon after she distributed donated
school supplies and then a more helpful
donation, orange deworming pills.
“When we did a study here we found
that 80 percent of children had more
than one type of worm,” Bell said.
When Bell first stepped off her flight
from Guatemala 14 years ago onto
Texan soil, the nurse practitioner student couldn’t quite wrap her mind
12

around the conditions she saw.
She saw young children with bloated
bellies, adults barely getting the nutrition they need and the entire country
drinking contaminated water. She was
confounded by medical problems present in a country only a three hour flight
away from where she lived.
It was her second trip to Guatemala
on a church medical mission, but she
didn’t feel included or welcome since
she didn’t regularly attend the church.
She turned to her best friend, who also
went with her on the trip, and asked,
“Why can’t we do this?”
No need for a mission associated with
a church, no aspiration to evangelize
the locals, just a mission dedicated to
helping the Guatemalan people. Soon
after, she gathered some of her fellow
medical professionals and headed back
to Guatemala.

Bell became the founder of Refuge
International and remains president to
this day.
Since its founding in 2003, the
non-profit organization has grown beyond medical missions and now is engaged in clean water, deworming and
educational projects. That’s not to say
Refuge International is cutting back on
medical missions, as they have multiple
missions throughout the year at three
different locations with another site
currently a work in progress.
San Raymundo
San Raymundo was the first place
Bell came to when visiting the country.
To this day she still strolls through the
same clinic, talking with patients and
fellow volunteers.
A nurse practitioner, Bell travels from

her home in Longview, Texas, for the
Refuge International missions. To reach
the clinic she takes a three hour plane
ride to Guatemala City, the country’s
capital, and from there she takes about
an hour long bus ride north along the
long and winding road.
Not too far outside the capital, San
Raymundo is the most popular of the
Refuge International clinics with both
volunteers and patients. The clinic
shares a gate located off of a dirt road
with a private grade school decorated
with colorful paintings of children.
To reach the clinic, visitors must travel down a dirt road past brightly painted
houses and packs of stray dogs. Across
the dirt road of the clinic are fields of
giant white tents filled with tomatoes
being grown for McDonald’s.
The clinic is painted with solid bright
colors, with sporadic paintings of a

children’s show characters. At the center of the clinic lies a spacious courtyard
where patients wait to be seen. Rebar
pokes out the top of the roof similar
to many other buildings in Guatemala
to avoid paying taxes on a “finished”
property.
While the clinic may sport a humble
appearance, it is equipped with dentist
equipment, an operating room packed
with three tables, a post operation
room, a pharmacy, a lab and multiple
clinics for nurse practitioners to examine patients.
These rooms are lined with equipment that may be considered ancient in
the United States, but some of the best
available to Guatemalans.
Most cities in the world close to the
capital usually have great healthcare,
but for a country with more than half
of its citizens living in poverty, national health care options in Guatemala are
unfordable and unreliable.
“The Guatemalan healthcare system is ‘free,’ but after that you’re on
your own,” Vice President of Refuge
International Dr. Ken Eveland said.
“The system will charge patients for
tests, medicine and necessary assets for
surgery.“
It’s not only the high price, but it’s also
the time patients have to wait to be seen
by doctors and surgeons. These problems are from the national healthcare
being severely underfunded, said Joy
Gring, a resident nurse and Guatemalan
local.
“One year we had the president’s wife
secretary come out here and they toured
it and they said ‘You have a lot more
stuff here than our county hospital has
in Guatemala City,’” Gring said.
While Refuge International is out to
treat as many patients as possible, it
charges its patients for visits. This is a
way to be respectful to the Guatemalan
people who hold their pride with the utmost importance.
Sometimes patients can’t afford the
asking price and may receive treatment
at a heavy discount or completely free.
Surgeries are often performed at a discount price as well.
Priority is only given to life threatening conditions in the Guatemalan
healthcare system. The problem is,
smaller less threatening conditions may
eventually turn fatal, but by then it is
too late.
The most common surgeries done at
the San Raymundo clinic are hernia repairs, hysterectomies and gallbladder
removals, Eveland said.
“There is a lack of preventive health
care in Guatemala,” said Bell. “But I
can’t blame the healthcare system, they
are working with what little money they
have.”
Fixing poor health is what the clinic in San Raymundo specializes in, but
Sarstún, Refuge International’s second clinic, is more about preventing the

Yancy Sterner carries a girl after her surgery during the San Raymundo clinic. About 40 surgeries were conducted during the mission.

“The
Guatemalan
healthcare
system is ‘free’
but after that
you’re on your
own.”
KEN EVELAND

Vice President, Refuge
International
Pharmacist Ken Ford prepares prescriptions in the San Raymundo clinic.

problems from happening in the first
place.
Sarstún
After completing work in San
Raymundo, Bell takes an eight hour
long bus ride on a meandering road east
to Puerto Barrios. From there, she takes
an hour long boat ride along the picturesque coast of the country through
Amatique Bay.
Upon arriving, she enters a small village nestled in a swampy jungle area
with the clinic towering over a majority of the few corrugated roof and
wooden buildings scattered among the
hills and along the water. Inaccessible
by car, boats are the only means of

transportation in this fishing village
home to the indigenous Mayan people.
The clinic is two stories tall with
medical rooms at the bottom and volunteers sleeping on the top floor under
a thatched roof with open walls. Being
close to nature is part of the experience,
as visitors have to sleep under mosquito nets and attempt to catch some rest
while jungle sounds of frogs, monkeys
and dogs blare around them.
Unlike San Raymundo, Refuge
International built the clinic with Faith
and Practice, another non-profit, and
with the help of the community. A single concrete worker, who is an essential
part when building in a swampy area,
directed all of the others in the construction of the clinic.

“You can’t tell it, but everywhere there
is a wall, 6 feet down there is a block because this is all mud,” Bell said.
All of the workers from the community stayed in the area for the night after working during the day and were
fed by Refuge International since they
traveled too far from where they lived.
Eventually their hard work would pay
off in the form of free and accessible
healthcare.
Sarstún is an operational clinic that
continues working without the Refuge
International medical team present.
Refuge International pays a small team
of nurses to treat patients for minor
ailments.
The living amenities may be less robust than San Raymundo, but are more
13

Alex Felipe, 6, opens his mouth to show he has taken the albendazole tablet. Most children are raised speaking only indigenous dialects, so school cirriculum often includes Spanish language.

intimate. A nearby resident cooks all of
the meals in her house and serves dinner on her porch overlooking the river.
Just as the living conditions are a
little more rough, Sarstún isn’t as well
equipped as the San Raymundo clinic. Regardless, it still has an operating
room that can accommodate the most
common surgeries and was home to one
of the first laparoscopic surgeries in
eastern Guatemala.
Sarstún is not only about giving the
locals access to great healthcare, but it’s
also about preventing diseases. Sarstún
is the only place in Guatemala where it
is safe to drink the tap water, Bell said.
Refuge International drilled multiple
wells around Sarstún and surrounding areas, Rosario and San Juan, giving
much needed clean water to the locals.
Bell plans to dig even more wells in the
surrounding area to make the water
easier to access.
According to the CIA factbook,
Guatemala has a high risk of infectious
diseases. A majority of the water in the
country is contaminated and can cause
bacterial diarrhea, hepatitis A and typhoid fever.
Contaminated water contributes to
Guatemala’s high infant mortality rate
14

of 30 deaths per 1,000 births where
a large amount of infant deaths are
caused by diarrheal illnesses.
One of Deb Bell’s first experiences
with childhood dehydration was due to
a water borne illness.
Refuge International is hoping to
slowly provide Guatemala with clean
water, which would in turn cause a
healthier nation all around.
Chocolá
Chocolá is the third clinic Refuge
International operates out of. Dr. Sergio
Castillo, owns the clinic and served the
community for 12 years before Refuge
International stumbled upon him.
A Refuge International volunteer
bumped into his clinic while searching
for local handmade baskets and other goods to sell as a means of raising
funds. At the time the clinic was rundown with pigs and broken windows.
Refuge International agreed to help fund
the clinic and bring in supplies and medical
teams to continually improve the facilities,
Nancy Neuman, Refuge International’s team
coordinator said. The money refuge brings in
while running their clinics goes directly back
to Castillo.

In fact, none of the money made by
Refuge International goes to the organization, instead it goes straight back to
the people. In San Raymundo it’s given
to the committee that runs the clinic
and in Sarstún it’s used to improve the
clinic and pay the bills for clean water.
Though it’s not as remote of an area,
the living conditions in the Chocolá
clinic make it much harder for volunteers to come out than even Sarstún.
Though other medical teams have come
to Chocolá, Refuge International is the
only non-profit to stay with Castillo despite the harsh living conditions.
A major reconstruction project is
planned for Chocolá, but is on hold until the clinic is fully purchased from the
government. Once that happens the roof
will be rebuilt as well as the operating
rooms said the freelance equipment
technician, Joe Leier.
“It’s not a simple project,” Leier said.
Refuge International doesn’t believe in doing a few missions and leaving. They want to make an impact on
the community as well. Like the water
project, “Adíos Lombrices!” is a long
term project aimed to help deworm the
adults and children of Guatemala.
Worms are a huge problem for

Guatemalans,
especially
children.
Refuge International conducted a study
and found more than 80 percent of children have at least one type of worm living inside of them, Bell said.
Worms are more commonly found
in children since they are more likely
to play in the mud where worms are
prevalent. Besides higher frequency
of infection, children are more easily
harmed by worms due to their small
body size.
If worms do not kill them, they can
stunt their growth and affect their energy levels. Refuge International passes
out deworming pills to anyone who enters one of their clinics and to as many
schools as possible.
Over the last few years three million doses have been distributed to
Guatemalan children, but Refuge
International is still looking for the
funding to deworm the entire country.
“It costs only three pennies to deworm a child,” Bell said.
Refuge International is all about improving the lives of the Guatemalan
people in as many ways possible.
Whether it be a minor headache, access
to clean water or a hernia repair, Refuge
International will find a way.

In a sterile white room, Dr. Ken Eveland’s tiger-print head cover shines a blazing orange. Eveland began his work in Guatemala in October 2006, making multiple trips to the country every year since.

Restoring a passion
After retiring from the US healthcare system, Dr. Ken Eveland headed to Guatemala
to perform surgeries and improve the locals’ lives.

D

Reporting by Nereida Moreno
Photographs by Alvin Kim

r. Ken Eveland walked into the operating room with his
sterilized arms in the air and his lucky tiger-print scrub
cap on, ready to operate.
The surgical team at Table 3 secured a blue gown over his scrubs
and switched his headlamp on so he could begin work on the hernia
patient lying on his table.
Ken Eveland walked into the operating room with his sterilized
arms bent up in front of him and his lucky tiger-print scrub cap on,
ready to operate. The surgical team at Table 3 secured a blue gown
over his scrubs and switched his headlamp on so he could begin work
on the patient with the hernia lying on his table.
Meanwhile, Dr. Carol Gleeson was performing a hysterectomy across the room at Table 1. The modest operating room at San
Raymundo Clinic in Guatemala allows three surgeons to perform
simultaneous procedures, a practice that is only permitted in third

world countries. Gleeson was having difficulties-her patient’s vital
signs and oxygen levels began to drop, capturing the attention of the
entire operating room. All able doctors rushed to help. Her table went
from four doctors to ten in a matter of minutes.
But Ken, the team’s chief surgeon, did not flinch.
Silently, he reached his hand out to the surgical nurse on his left.
She handed him a clamp, and he continued operating.
Once the room was still and his patient’s incision was closed, Ken
placed both hands on the table, bowed his head in prayer and took a
deep sigh.
***
Ken Eveland has made one decision out of anger in his lifetime. In
July 2005, the 59-year-old general surgeon sat in his car, dreading his
next shift at the University of Texas Health Science Center.
Ken had grown tired of the malpractice climate in the U.S. He had
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been sued twice, and was dismissed each
time.
Ken wasn’t looking to quit surgery in the
U.S., but he certainly wasn’t looking to stay
for any more trouble.
However, his day turned sour before he
even had the chance to get settled in his
office. Ken was summoned to the chief of
surgery’s office to discuss safety concerns
stemming from his most recent surgery. The
anesthesiology team at the hospital felt Ken
was reckless in the operating room. They
threatened to forgo their professional services from the university if the chief allowed
him to continue practicing risky surgery.
He was furious.
A loyal employee of the university for 12
years, Ken was on call every night as one of
two general surgeons in the hospital. Now,
he felt as if they had turned their back on
him.
“I’ll make this easy for you,” said Ken. “I’ll
retire.”
He was overcome by an extreme sense of
relief. The frustrations were over. Ken was a
skilled, 59-year old surgeon with a comfortable savings account and 22 years of experience. Officially, Ken retired. Unofficially, he
quit.
***
When Ken left the University of Texas in
2005, the newly retired surgeon was confident that his skills were excellent.
He began looking for alternative ways
to utilize his talents. After a couple of misfit years in Texas, Ken received a call from
Byron “Biff” Cook, his former chief resident
urging him to contact Deb Bell.
Bell is the president and founder of Refuge
International, a non-profit organization
dedicated to improving the lives of the people of Guatemala.
Within a year of meeting Bell, Ken made
his first trip to San Raymundo in October
2006 to perform surgeries on locals who
could not afford medical care.
“He really cares about Guatemala,” said
Bell. “It’s not just about performing surgery.
It’s about performing surgery on people.”
Ken said the growth of refuge has been
phenomenal. Over the last four years, Refuge
International has grown to three locations
in Guatemala, hosting three medical mission trips a year in San Raymundo, Chocolá
and Sarstún.
He said that while cross-cultural practice
in medicine is challenging, he would never
practice surgery in the U.S. again.
“The patients in Guatemala have no sense
of entitlement,” Ken said. “You can make decisions based on good science and good experience and not have to worry about all the
defensive medicine precautions in the U.S.”
Ken became Vice President of the organization in 2006. Aside from performing
surgeries, he is responsible for making sure
the team has all of the supplies they need to
work in the villages.
As of March 2014, Ken has participated in
35 trips for refuge.
“I’m convinced this is where God wanted
me to be,” said Ken. “I loved the first trip, and
I’ve loved every trip since.”
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Dr. Ken Eveland prays over his patient Lili Rojas Marroquín de Corzo after a successful operation to have a hernia removed. She’d purposefully lived
with the hernia for three years for fear that a failed operation might limit her ability to care after her family.

“I’m convinced
this is where God
wanted me to be.
I loved the first
trip and I’ve loved
every trip since.”
KEN EVELAND
Vice President and Chief Surgeon,
Refuge International

Otoniel Corzo reacts as Ken Eveland gives him the good news that his wife Lili Rojas Marroquín de
Corzo had a successful operation. Lili had once been on staff at the San Raymundo medical clinic and is
now a patient under the care of Refuge International’s doctors whom she’d once worked with.

IN PHOTOS

An unexpected hero
Reporting and photographs by Alvin Kim
The two large cysts growing on Angel HernándezTorres’ legs grew back for the third time. He went to
a Guatemalan hospital to have them removed again,
handed the clerk his money and waited. Then, he continued to wait. And wait. He waited until he was told
to go home; no money was returned and no operation
performed. Several months later, on Feb. 25, 2014,
Angel signed in at Refuge International’s medical clinic
in San Raymundo and was in the recovery room by the
end of the evening as his cauterized skin healed.
At this point, it’s no surprise that most readers will
think the story is about how Refuge International’s
medical staff affected Angel’s life. I thought so, too.
I met Angel around noon that day. As I observed
Angel throughout the day, I saw translators laugh at

his lighthearted jokes, doctors hug him during surgical consults, and nurse practitioners kiss him on the
head before, during, and after his operation.
To me, the story was supposed to be about how his
life would be touched by the Refuge staff, but I learned
the opposite was true. The surprise of the trip was
how one man could affect so many lives when he was
supposed to be the patient, not the hero.
From the outside, it may appear as if the medical
team in Guatemala gave so much without receiving
anything in return, but clearly, our perspectives are
skewed. Angel gave money without receiving an operation in return, yet what he gave to the team was
worth more than an operation or any amount of quetzales. He gave us an encounter with an angel.
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María Luisa Gomez came into the clinic because of contractions. Absence of prenatal health care, malnutrition and the repercussions of both
are problems that they treat regularly at the clinic in San Raymundo.

Cracks in the system
Lack of prenatal
care and education
causes serious health
problems and Refuge
International aids
Reporting by Elizabeth Muñoz
Photographs by William Camargo
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frail, young woman lies on
the examining table as it
rocks with each uncontrollable convulsion that manifests deep inside
her. Her pupils disappear under her eyelids as another internal rumble makes its
way down to the rickety table legs.
Her worried family stands a couple feet
away with sadness etched in their faces. There is an infant, who was delivered
at home two weeks before, fast asleep in
their arms.
The rattle of the table legs heighten the
tension among the doctors and increase
the tears from her family.
A herd of doctors huddle around the
woman and attempt to end the violent
spasms. An anesthesiologist takes a bottle
labeled Propofol and fills a syringe. Once it
is filled, she injects the patients’ arm with
a large needle and sedates the woman to
prevent further brain damage.
Seconds after the clear liquid surges
through her veins, the raging thrashes cease, and the woman lies still on the
table.
Doctors from Refuge International, a
volunteer medical group, take advantage
of her calmed state. They tilt her head back

and insert a plastic tube about 12 inches
in length down her windpipe to secure her
breathing. A steady and hushed beep…
beep.. of the monitor plays in the background while all eyes in the room remain
fixated on the woman.
***
Eclampsia is a high blood pressure ailment only seen in pregnant women or
recent mothers. The woman exhibited
advanced eclampsia, a disease easily prevented in developed countries and nearly unheard of in the United States. But
in third world countries like Guatemala,
symptoms of pre-eclampsia and other
susceptibilities of pregnancy often fall
through the seams of prenatal care and
education.
Refuge International, provides little
to no cost healthcare for the people of
Guatemala. The doctors who dedicate
their time to impoverished areas of the
country battle, among other health issues, the difficulties and consequences of
pregnancy.
Absence of prenatal health care, malnutrition and the repercussions of both are
problems that they treat regularly.
Rural areas of Guatemala, like San

Raymundo, where this woman was from,
suffer more so than urban areas like
Guatemala City.
Dr. Archana Mane, an anesthesiologist
at Albany Medical Center in New York,
witnessed this particular case during her
stay with Refuge. She said this is something that is never seen in the U.S. because
of the intensive obstetrical care that’s provided to prevent such things.
High blood pressure can be expected
during any pregnancy, but it always highly
monitored so that it doesn’t advance to eclampsia, liver and heart failure.
In the U.S. and other developed countries women see an obstetrician the second they find out they’re pregnant. They
receive prenatal vitamins, information
and a list of appointments spread out for
the foreseeable nine months. There is extensive and regular monitoring throughout the pregnancy whether the expectant
mother faces serious illness or not.
“Your pressure never gets so high (in the
U.S.) that you start seizing… But in underdeveloped countries, it’s not detected and
they have complications,” Mane said.
Antonieta Rompix, 32, is woman who received no medical care during those nine

months. She lives in San Raymundo and
was in danger of needing an abortion due
to high blood pressure and other complications when she was pregnant with her
six-month-old son, Cesar Emilio Canel. He
was born three weeks premature and has
suffered from pneumonia for five months.
Luckily, she did not fall victim to high
blood pressure as severely as the nameless
mother.
Guatemala is one of the most poverty
stricken countries in Latin America, just
above Haiti.
Mane said Guatemala is victim to some
of the highest maternal and infant mortality. In the U.S. is at 9.5 per 100, 000 versus
250 or more per 100,000 in Guatemala and
other underprivileged countries, she said.
Seldom is prenatal and obstetrical care
practiced in countries like Guatemala.
Midwifery is the traditional method of
maternal care, especially among the indigenous population who live in rural areas.
A consequence of this is that women
don’t receive the proper nutrition therefore affecting their pregnancy. This is the
case with the majority of patients that
Refuge International treats.
Nancy Neuman, team administrator of
the medical group, said malnutrition is
the most common complication they have
seen walk through their clinic doors in
San Raymundo.
“Guatemalans exist on a diet that is substantially micro nutritionally deficient,”
Neuman said. “Which means they are not
getting the vitamins or minerals in sufficient quantities that their bodies need to
sustain health.”
This phenomenon prompted Refuge
International to enact a prenatal vitamin
program.
Most women who are expecting and
nursing a newborn simultaneously split
their already deficient nutrient intake
by three.
Some women simply don’t have the
money for or knowledge of prenatal care.
They face distance and transportation
constraints, as many of them live deep
in rural villages. The cost of services also
presents an obstacle to pregnant women.
“You can’t teach somebody about nutrition who doesn’t have enough money
to buy vitamins,” Dr. Carol Kiesling said,
an obstetrician-gynecologist in the U.S.,
who has been on two trips with Refuge
International in San Raymundo.
“We probably give out enough vitamins
a year to cover the needs of over a thousand women,” Neuman said.
The lack of prenatal monitoring and nutrition can result in more health problems
than advanced stages of eclampsia.
Kiesling has seen women living with
consequences of home and hospital
deliveries.
She recalled a patient that came and
specifically asked for a cesarean section
because of a previous traumatic experience with a home delivery. The patient delivered a stillborn and refused to be treated by a midwife.

Kiesling said there is a high mortality rate in Guatemala for newborns and
mothers alike.
Many economical and cultural factors determine what type of care women
choose to use during pregnancy. Whether
they have access to biomedical health
services does not always determine what
they use.
What is viewed as an ill-advised and
potentially dangerous practice in the U.S.,
is the norm in Guatemala. Some women
prefer to use comadronas, because it’s the
more traditional avenue that adheres to
their religious or cultural beliefs.
The women who do receive health services during pregnancy do not always receive optimal care.
“There are practices that don’t coincide
with what is considered safe in the U.S.,”
Kiesling said.
Pushing before the cervix is safely dilated, applying pressure on top of the uterus
during labor and vertical c-section incisions, all of which cause harm, are things
that are exercised in third-world hospitals,
she said.
Refuge regularly treats women with
abnormal or excessive bleeding, enlarged
uteri and fibroids, which can all be results
of lack of prenatal care.
“There is a large need for women to have
surgery,” Kiesling said.
Hysterectomies are a common procedure when Refuge International visits San
Raymundo. Most women come to the clinic already knowing that they need a hysterectomy. They arrive on an empty stomach and wait for hours, hoping for a same
day surgery, she said.
Neuman said they perform an average
of 12 hysterectomies each week they are
there, and always tell them to come back

TOP: Maria Luisa’s Gomez’s blood was tested and was checked because of having contractions.
BOTTOM: Anesthesiologist Archana Mane and Yarnell Lafortune operate on a patient.

for a check-up when Refuge International
returns.
There are countless cracks and seams
in the almost nonexistent walls and floors
of maternal health care in places like San
Raymundo. Refuge International helps to
patch them up.
Fifty million women living in developing
countries experience some form of pregnancy-related complication each year. These
women may or may not receive treatment.
Guatemala seems to make up a significant percentage of those numbers given
their poverty level and number of women
who have home births.
The women carry more on their backs

than just babies in their slings; they withstand the burden of their well being to
survive pregnancy with no medical aid.
***
Once the woman’s breathing stabilized
the doctors retreat. This was the extent of
aid that they could provide.
She is carried outside and is lifted
onto the ambulance stretcher, still sedated, with a manual air bag attached to
her mouth.
Two paramedics tilt and slide her
into the back of the car and shut the red
doors. She will be taken two hours away
to a hospital in Guatemala City for advanced treatment.
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David Boyles, 60, led the dental staff during Refuge International’s annual visit to a clinic in San Raymundo, Guatemala.

Fixing broken smiles
A Texas-based dentist, who has been on more than 70 missions around the world, started his own
local dental clinic that aids those who cannot afford health insurance in the United States
Reporting by Kymberlie Estrada
Photographs by Alvin Kim
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pair of thick metal pliers reaches into the bloody mouth
of an unconscious three-year-old girl. She lies on a
white-sheeted bed, three times her size, while four people dressed in surgical gowns extract her tarter-ridden teeth.
The plan was to extract six teeth. But by the look of her neglected
candy mouth, dentist David Boyles finds more is actually necessary.
A pair of thick metal pliers reaches into the bloody mouth of an unconscious three-year-old girl. She lies on a white-sheeted bed, three
times her size, while four people dressed in surgical gowns extract
her tarter-riddled teeth.
The plan was to extract six teeth. But by the look of her neglected
candy mouth, dentist David Boyles finds that more is necessary.
David injects local anesthesia, a numbing medicine shot into the
surgical area, during normal tooth extraction cases. In this case, the
procedure would induce more pain than the little girl could handle.
The patient, Fabiola Suruy, would need general anesthesia, which
shoots medicine to the veins, making the patient completely unaware
and pain-free during the operation.
This is the first time Fabiola has seen a dentist. However, this is also
the first time David has stepped inside an operation room.

He wears stained baby blue nursing scrubs with a rip along the left
side seam and glasses that make his pupils pop out of his sockets. He
stays relaxed, poised and keeps a steady grip. And although he’s not
in his normal work environment, let alone country, David is in his
comfort zone.
David, a Texas-based dentist, has volunteered his services on more
than 70 missions in third world countries, including Brazil, Colombia
and Haiti. Today, and for the next three days, he’s working at a clinic in San Raymundo, Guatemala, for Refuge International, a Texasbased group that provides dental, medical and surgical aid to poor
villagers in the Central American country.
More than half of the country’s population are unable to afford
healthcare insurance.
The patients David will treat are poor Guatemalans who have waited six months or more to receive dental care. As David extracts tooth
after tooth while Fabiola gurgles blood, a team of surgeons remove a
prolapsed uterus of a 50-year-old Mayan woman.
Surgeons and anesthesiologists pass in and out of the double door
entrance. David pulls out the last tooth, wraps it in gauze and tosses
it onto the lab tray to complete the collection.

“If you have something and hold it
in, that’s a sin. If you have too much
of something you need to give back.”
DAVID BOYLES
Dentist

For most Guatemalans, going to the dentist is not a regular occurrence and can be a frightening
experience for patients not accustomed to the sounds and sharp tools found in a dental clinic.

Refuge International’s dental team at the San Raymundo clinic performed a variety of operations
ranging from simple cleanings to intricate tooth extractions using limited equipment.

“Where’s her mother?” David asks the
room.
A bloodied-glove surgeon points to the
post operation recovery room outside of the
double doors. David explains that the procedure was a success and Fabiola will regain
full consciousness in an hour.
Fabiola’s mother gestures David a sign of
gratuity. What would have cost over 1,000
quetzals, or $130, to get the procedure done,
cost her only 15 quetzals. But it’s not about
the money. After all, David isn’t getting a single penny out of this operation.
“If you have something and hold it in, that’s
a sin. If you have too much of something you
need to give back,” David said.
David, who also teaches Bible studies
classes at his local church in Alvin, Texas, believes that dentistry is an “incomprehensive
tool” to accommodating people’s needs.
“In the medical field, when you’re doing
surgery, you need to have a lot of back up support. Whereas in dentistry, you can literally
just go out under a tree and treat a lot of people,” he said.
“Literally” is the right word since David
extracted teeth from patients seated on lawn
chairs under a tree for several missionary
trips. In places, such as Haiti, Philippines and
Thailand, David and his dental team were

“Quality time with my kids means much
more than making a few more dollars,” David
said, adding that he works Monday through
Thursday until 5 p.m. “I can go less if I wanted to. I feel an obligation to my staff and patients though.”
David has named Texas Dentist of the Year
in 2006 and founded HOPE Clinic, a facility
dedicated to meet dental needs of the low income and uninsured.
After completing several missions, from
Africa to Thailand and from Columbia to the
Amazon, it hit him. ‘Why not do the same
thing we do overseas back at home?’
In 2008, with the help of voluntary dentists,
most of whom are students at University of
Texas, and the community, David’s vision became reality.
“Everything he does is intentional. There’s a
reason behind it,” said Jody Banks, Executive
Director for Boyles Family Dentistry.
David captured the attention of the entire
community to help jump start a local clinic.
An acre of land residing on a major highway,
where HOPE clinic would be built, dental
tools and 15 operating chairs were donated.
In 2010, David received the Jefferson
Award, granted to those who display outstanding community service. David’s efforts
and acceptance of the award were featured

stationed on outdoor patios equipped without dental tools, desks or anything for that
matter.
“Sometimes we had them seated on
stacked lawn chairs and the patients just
leaned their head back,” said LaVerne
Barnes, one of David’s dental assistants. She
contrasts her past missionary experience to
San Raymundo’s clinic, pointing out the two
indoor dental rooms equipped with drawers,
dental chairs and saliva suction tubes.
Despite the inoperable sinks and overhead lights, David considers his fully furnished workspace in San Raymundo rather
“extravagant.”
But it doesn’t matter if he’s pulling teeth or
filling a cavity in an office in Alvin, on a hammock in Colombia, in canoes in El Choco or
under a tree in Haiti, David’s goal is “to give
the world beautiful smiles.”
This goal runs in the family as his father
and two daughters, Kim and Regan, are also
dentists. Regan, 32, has a dental business
in Dallas. Kim, 35, and his father work for
Boyles Family Dentistry, which David opened
in 1981 after graduating from the University
of Texas in 1978.
Keeping a balance between work and family life is how David has managed to maintain his passion for his profession.

on a Click2Houston, a Houston, Texas broadcast news outlet.
But David doesn’t give all the credit to
himself for making HOPE Clinic what it is
today.
“Once you have a patient that believes in
you, they’re like missionaries, they go around
telling people,” he said.
His passion for improving individual lives
stem from his strong belief system.
“A lot of religion is what you do or the
things you don’t do. But it shouldn’t be because of who you are. The bad things don’t
define you. It’s natural to have a bent. There’s
got to be a break from that,” David said, adding that God created all of us with a purpose
to break that cycle.
Barnes, one of David’s dental assistant,
recalled the dental mission in Haiti when
David caught her “off guard” with “thought
provoking questions.”
“In the middle of a dental procedure,
he asked, ‘is life a journey to happiness?’”
Barnes said. “It throws you off. It makes you
get out of your comfort zone and think about
the question and internalize it.”
David’s continuous service and lifelong
goal has put a smile on thousands across the
country and around the world.
His next stop: Uganda in June.
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Sherri Reutlinger talks to Cathy Ford about the treatment of Imelda Toshcón. Cathy and Sherri saw many patients during the San Raymundo medical mission, they also received help from local
translators that Refuge International brings from the capital.

Fufilling a vital role
Refuge International volunteers diagnose
Guatemalan patients at San Raymundo clinic
Reporting by Yvette Quintero
Photographs by William Camargo
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t’s 11 a.m. and nurse practitioner Cathy Ford has been
hard at work in a tiny clinic
room since 8 a.m. She has examined and diagnosed every patient
that has walked through the clinic’s black metal door. She sits on
a stool next to a small desk, jotting down notes as an interpreter
translates for a patient.
Ford listens intently and asks
pointed questions, often using
her hands to communicate with
both the interpreter and the patient. A nurse practitioner student occasionally asks questions, and Ford confers with the
student to try and make a right
diagnosis.
“We follow rabbit trails to make
the right diagnosis,” Ford said.
Ford has been seeing patients
for the past three days at the Refuge International clinic in San
Raymundo, Guatemala.
She has volunteered with a

group of eight nurse practitioners
from Viterbo University in Wisconsin. Nurse practitioners are
nurses with advanced education
and training in the diagnosis of
a variety of primary health care
issues.
There is often a shortage of primary care physicians, and the demand for nurse practitioners has
increased to fill that void. Nurse
practitioners are qualified to provide care in a wide spectrum,
from chronic disease management or caring for people of all
ages.
The group of nurse practitioners and students from Viterbo University came to Guatemala to gain experience in primary
care and experience first hand
the health care differences of a
developing country.
Ford has been a nurse practitioner for 13 years. After 25 years
as a nurse, Ford decided that she

wanted and could do more in
terms of her career. Initially, she
wanted to be a nurse practitioner
when she first pursued her bachelor’s degree, but due of a number of family events, she was unable to go back to school until 20
years later.
This was Ford’s first medical
mission.
“It’s too simple to just say it’s
been rewarding,” Ford said. “I
don’t think I have the words.”
Ford said she has seen patients
whose condition and symptoms
would be considered critical in
the United States.
Something as simple as putting on a hot or cold compress
on could be difficult for these patients, Ford said. They might not
have something to make things
hot or cold where they live.
“There’s so much need. The environment is so different from
where I work,” Ford said.

There are strict limitations in
terms of availability of medicine
and labs, she said.
A man in his 70s was brought
in for a consultation in Ford’s
exam room. She quickly examined his blood pressure and determined it was extremely high,
210/100. Ford needed to put
him on medication to lower his
blood pressure, a medication
that can harm kidney function.
Usually, labs are done to determine whether a patient’s kidneys
are strong enough to take the
medicine.
Ford needed to make a decision without the help of lab results. It was either give the man
the medicine and risk kidney
damage or not give him the medicine and risk a stroke.
At the clinic, Ford worked as
one of four faculty overseeing
nurse practitioner students in
their final training. Both nurse

practitioners and students have been working collaboratively to provide general medicine consultation for patients in the clinic.
Ford said it is a great opportunity for the
students to learn and grow in their skills.
Sherri Reutlinger, a clinical nurse specialist, is in the final year of her nurse practitioner
degree at Viterbo University.
“It has been very beneficial for me in helping me develop my skills and critical thinking
and diagnostic reasoning,” Reutlinger said.
Imelda Toshcón arrived at the clinic with
an ulcer in one of her ankles. She had fallen
a couple years ago and the wound had gotten infected. She was diabetic so the healing
in her body was slow. Throughout the years
Imelda had lived in constant fear that one day
the ulcer would contract an infection that
could become so widespread a doctor would
need to cut her leg off.
After years of being treated by Guatemalan
doctors, Toshcón had been in contact with a
foreign doctor she met at a medical mission.
She would send photos of her wound to the
doctor who would respond with ways to treat
her wound. The doctor had referred her to the
Refuge International San Raymundo clinic.
Toshcón had arrived at the clinic thinking
there could be possible amputation, but after
being examined by Reutlinger, she was told
she was doing fine and skin had begun to regenerate. Her wound was slowly healing, but
she would have to continue to take care of the
wound for a long time.
“I am so happy they didn’t operate on me,”
Toshcón smiled.
Reutlinger said the difference at the clinic
from home is the availability of resources to
treat patients. For instance, the clinic did not
have wraps to treat her wound, which could
make all the difference.
Reutlinger said not being able to provide
treatment they need is the hardest part. At
her role, Reutlinger has learned you can’t do
everything, you can only give it your best
shot. She sees her time at the San Raymundo
clinic as a growth experience.
“It’s very difficult to tell a patient, ‘this is
what we know you need, it would be helpful
to you, but we just don’t have it to give to you,’”
Reutlinger said.
During a consultation, a 38-year-old man
named José came to the clinic to be treated for diabetes. Both Ford and Reutlinger examined him and came to the conclusion that
this man was dying without insulin. There
was no insulin available in the clinic, and
the purchasing it at a pharmacy would be
incredibly expensive. Reutlinger said it was
“heartbreaking.”
After José was told he would not be receiving insulin, the interpreter Maries asked everyone in the room to join hands in prayer for
the health of the man.
Reutlinger said although she didn’t understand the prayer because it was in Spanish,
she found the emotion in the room very moving. She could tell that this man appreciated
that someone cared and was there for spiritual support.
“This has been a very different experience
for me, very challenging,” Reutlinger said.
“We work hard … but it fills your soul.”

Nurse practitioner student Sherri Reutlinger talks to nurse practirioner Cathy Ford in between seeing patients. Both gave each other advice as they
worked long hours every day to see as many patients as possible.

“It’s too simple
to just say it’s
been rewarding.
I don’t think I
have the words.”
CATHY FORD
Nurse Practitioner

Reutlinger takes notes after seeing a patient, she also prescribed medicine to them.
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